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Abstract
The ever-growing accumulation of data makes automated distillation of
understandable models from that data ever-more desirable. Deriving equa-
tions directly from data using symbolic regression, as performed by genetic
programming, continues its appeal due to its algorithmic simplicity and lack
of assumptions about equation form. However, few models besides a sequence-
to-sequence approach to symbolic regression, introduced in 2020 that we call
y2eq, have been shown capable of transfer learning: the ability to rapidly dis-
till equations successfully on new data from a previously unseen domain, due
to experience performing this distillation on other domains. In order to im-
prove this model, it is necessary to understand the key challenges associated
with it. We have identified three important challenges: corpus, coefficient, and
cost. The challenge of devising a training corpus stems from the hierarchical
nature of the data since the corpus should not be considered as a collection
of equations but rather as a collection of functional forms and instances of
those functional forms. The challenge of choosing appropriate coefficients for
functional forms compounds the corpus challenge and presents further chal-
lenges during evaluation of trained models due to the potential for similarity
between instances of different functional forms. The challenge with cost func-
tions (used to train the model) is mainly the choice between numeric cost
(compares y-values) and symbolic cost (compares written functional forms).
In this work, we provide evidence for the existence of the corpus, coefficient,
and cost challenges; we explore why these challenges exist in the model, and
we propose possible solutions. We hope that this work can be used to initiate
improvements to this already promising symbolic regression model.
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Faced with a growing flood of data, researchers are increasingly motivated
and challenged to understand the underlying patterns and relationships hid-
den in raw data. Equations that immediately predict current and future data
generated by some domain are appealing, as mathematics is dedicated to ex-
pressing complex concepts in brief, readable notation. But, before an equation
can be used to aid in understanding data, the equation itself must be man-
ually constructed or automatically discovered. For most problems, manual
construction is infeasible, so automated methods are increasingly preferred.
Regression is a powerful tool for finding equations. However, it is not
always obvious which functional form to choose, against which coefficients
should be fit. Symbolic regression on the other hand does not presuppose a
functional form and is usually performed with genetic programming (GP) [17].
When applied to symbolic regression, genetic programming trains increasingly
accurate candidate equations of differing forms, and thus allows for little to
no assumptions about the functional form of the final equation. However, GP
is normally performed on data from just one domain at a time. Thus, it is
poor at transfer learning: it rarely predicts new data generated by an unseen
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domain without significant additional training.
Some neural networks have been shown capable of transfer learning (e.g.
[21, 32]) by learning relationships that transcend any one domain. But, those
networks were trained for tasks other than symbolic regression.
Other neural networks have been used to perform symbolic regression such
as [7, 30, 15, 28, 1], but none of these neural network exhibit transfer learning.
The neural network in [7, 30, 15] use their weights to describe the underlying
equation of a single regression dataset and therefore do not exhibit transfer
learning. The neural network in [1] is trained to generate equations without
taking data as input. Instead, the dataset was used to compute fitness or
reward, which was then used to update the weights of the neural network.
Thus, those networks cannot generate new equations from data generated
by a novel domain without further training, and are therefore incapable of
transfer learning. In [28], the neural network behaves in much the same way
that genetic programming behaves. In each generation, the neural network
generates a population of equations/trees and its weights are updated based
on the error of those equations against the target data. So, just like genetic
programming, this neural network requires additional training to produce a
low error equation on a domain on which it has not been trained. Another
method reports neural networks capable of symbolic regression [13], but it is
not clear whether the resulting networks are capable of transfer learning.
2
1.1 Transfer learning and symbolic re-
gression
Work by [20] introduces a method capable of training networks capable
of both symbolic regression and transfer learning, but the method requires
prior knowledge, in the form of asymptotic constraints, about the domains
to be modeled. Like determining functional forms, determining asymptotic
constraints takes time. This is the time that we are trying save by using
symbolic regression (instead of regression) in the first place.
Prior work has incorporated a form of transfer learning into GP [12, 8,
25, 27, 4]; however, evolution was performed on both training and testing do-
mains. All these approaches used a training domain to learn valuable trees or
subtrees, called building blocks, which were then used during training on the
test domain. The authors of [8, 12, 27] included these building blocks in the
initial population for the test domain. The authors of [25] used the building
blocks as elements of the primitive set when training on the test domain. [4]
used performance on the test domain to alter the weight of influence of differ-
ent instances of the training data. Thus, in all these methods, the learner’s
structure was altered by GP using feedback from the test domain.
Symbolic integration and solving of differential equations was achieved us-
ing a sequence-to-sequence model in [18], and [19], which demonstrated trans-
fer learning in their respective domains; however, neither approach was applied
to symbolic regression.
In the method proposed by [3] (also see Section 2.4) trained learners can
predict data from a test domain without requiring further alteration to their
3
internal structure; thus exhibiting transfer learning. Recent work in [3], in-
troduced a convolutional sequence-to-sequence neural network [10] capable of
transfer learning in symbolic regression. Their model takes normalized y-values
located at fixed x-values (x = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 3.0}) and outputs the functional
form of the underlying equation. The coefficients of the functional form are
then determined with a nonlinear optimization algorithm. Their model is ca-
pable of transfer learning because without further alteration to the weights
after training, the neural network performs symbolic regression on functional
forms that it has never seen and functional forms that it has seen with differ-
ent coefficients. The authors show that the functional forms produced by the
neural network are able to generalize better to an extrapolation region than a
numeric regression neural network.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the difference between typical symbolic regression
algorithms like GP (A) and symbolic regression algorithms capable of transfer
learning (B) like the work in [3].
In this work, we will continue to discuss the model in [3] (which we call
y2eq). We identify three difficult challenges that any model capable of transfer
learning in the task of symbolic regression will face. The challenges are the
corpus, coefficient, and cost challenges. The challenge of devising a training
corpus stems from the hierarchical nature of the data since the corpus should
not be considered as a collection of equations but rather as a collection of
functional forms and instances of those functional forms. The challenge of
choosing appropriate coefficients for functional forms compounds the corpus
challenge and presents further challenges during evaluation of trained models
due to the potential for similarity between instances of different functional
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Figure 1.1: This figure compares a typical symbolic regression algorithms (A) and
the training of a neural network capable of transfer learning in symbolic regression
(B).
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the choice between numeric cost and symbolic cost. These challenges are




This section provides background information on many of the important
topics covered in this thesis.
2.1 Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks, which will be shortened to neural networks in
the remainder of this thesis, are mathematical functions that have parameters
called weights. For example, a neural network with parameters w that accepts
inputs x can be denoted as Nw(x).
Neural networks are typically described as directed graphs. Along each link
is one of the weights. Each node holds a single real number. The inputs to the
neural network travel through the graph and get multiplied by every weight
and added to other incoming values at each node. Additionally, activation
functions are applied at nodes after the summation. Examples of activation
functions include: tanh, sigmoid, softmax, ReLU, step function. Figure 2.1










Figure 2.1: Here is an example of a artificial neural network where the activation
function is the identity function I. The inputs are 1 and 2 and the outputs are 0
and 1. In other words, Nw({1, 2}) = {0, 1}). Using the weights drawn on each link,
the exact equations used to compute the values at the output nodes (red) are seen
to be 0 = I(1 · −2 + 2 · 1) and 1 = I(1 · 0 + 2 · 12).
The numbers that reach the final layer in the neural network (called the
output layer) can be compared with target values using a cost function that
measures the error in the predicted output versus the target output. Since
all operations in neural networks are purposely chosen to be differentiable,
the error associated with each output can be translated into an adjustment to
the set of weights through a process called backpropagation. There are other
ways to train neural networks, but backpropogation is the most common.
Just a few of the tasks that neural networks can be trained on are regression,
classification, language translation, image captioning, and robot control.
2.1.1 Sequence-to-sequence neural networks
A sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) neural network receives an input se-
quence and produces an output sequence. A typical use for such a model
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is translations (i.e. English to French). Sequence-to-sequence models are com-
posed of two main components: an encoder and a decoder. The encoder reads
the input sequence and produces a context vector which is passed to the de-
coder. The decoder also receives the previously output elements of the output
sequence and uses this in combination with the context vector to produce
the desired output. Both the encoder and the decoder are recurrent neural
networks, which allows them to handle sequences.
We will use the notation from [5], which contains a clear explanation of
seq2seq neural networks. Let the input and target output and predicted output
sequences of a seq2seq model be defined as X = {~x1, ~x2, · · · , ~xn} and Y =
{~y1, ~y2, · · · , ~ym} and Ŷ = {~̂y1, ~̂y2, · · · , ~̂ym}, respectively.
Let the encoder be represented as ~ht = f(~xt,~ht−1) where ~ht is the hidden
state of the recurrent neural network (RNN) at timestep t and f applies the
weights of the RNN to the input and the hidden state. Notice that, as the
name suggests, the recurrent neural network receives its previous value as part
of its input. The encoder creates a vector ~c (called the context vector), which
often is ~hn (the final hidden state).
Let the decoder be represented as ~̂yt = g(~̂yt−1, ~st,~c) where ~st is the hidden
state of the decoder. Like the encoder, the decoder is also recurrent, so we can
see that the decoder receives its previous output state as input. Typically, ~c
will be used as the initial hidden state of the decoder, namely ~s0.
During training of a seq2seq model teacher forcing is used, which means
that the previous output of the decoder is forced to be the target output.
This results in a slight alteration to the above decoder equation resulting in
~̂yt = g(~yt−1, ~st,~c).
The model will be evaluated by categorical cross entropy (Equation 3.1),
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which measures the correctness of each predicted token ~̂yt compared with the
target token ~yt. This measurement is then used to apply backpropagation,
which should improve the performance of the model.
At test time, the seq2seq model will have teacher forcing removed, so that
it can be exposed to inputs for which the correct output is not know ahead of
time.
2.1.2 Attention
Attention is a mechanism, used in neural networks, for focusing on im-
portant parts of the input sequence while determining the next element of
the sequence. Sequence-to-sequence models with attention virtually always
outperform seq2seq models without attention.
With attention there are many context vectors: one for each ~yt. These
context vectors are computed as a weighted average on the hidden states of
the encoder. The weights are computed based on the “alignment” of the hidden
state of the encoder and of the decoder. In other words the context vector ~ct










and n is the length of the input sequence and a is a function that measures
the alignment of the two hidden states. There are many definitions that can
be applied to a including letting a be a neural network. Notice that the expo-
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nential functions used here mean that ∑nj=1 αtj = 1. This use of exponential
functions is often called the softmax function.
Once the context vectors are calculated, they are input to the decoder on
every iteration, but this time the context vector changes from one iteration to
the next. This type of attention is call soft attention [2].
There are many different variations of attention. For example, the convo-
lutional seq2seq neural network in [10] uses a slight modification to the atten-
tion just described. Namely, residual connections are used when computing




αtj(~hj + ~xj). (2.3)
The difference between Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.1 is the addition of ~xj.
Essentially the originally input vector ~xj, which was was used to compute the
hidden state of the encoder ~hj, is being added to the vector it helped create
~hj. This puts a focus on the original input and allows the hidden state of the
encoder to focus on a creating an effective combination of all the inputs.
Scaled dot-product attention
Scaled dot-product attention is used in transformers [33]. Transformers
are also said to use self-attention because often the inputs to the attention
mechanism all come from the previous layer. This is different to the types of
attention discussed so far because those types of attention always connected
the encoder and the decoder.
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Scaled dot-product attention is defined as






where Q is the query, K is the keys, V is the values, dk is the dimension of





are weights that are
applied to V .
Scaled dot-product attention is used in the following way: Q is a single
element in the sequence and K is the entire input sequence. Thus, the single
element of Q is dotted with the other elements in the sequence to determine
weights for V . Usually K = V . The scale term 1/
√
dk helps to ensure that
the attention is not so strong that it removes all other information from the
vector.
To make this mechanism trainable, weights are added to each component.
That is, in practice weightsWQ,WK , andWV are applied so that the attention
looks like Ad(WQQ,WKK,WV V ). Due to the success of transformers [33],
scaled dot-product attention has become extremely popular.
2.1.3 Convolutional sequence-to-sequence neu-
ral networks
The paper [10], introduced convolutional seq2seq neural networks. These
neural networks use convolution and (at least during training) avoid using any
recurrent components which results in a big performance boost. The nature of
convolutional neural networks also provides a natural way for neural networks
to focus on adjacent tokens at the same time. This model also uses multi-
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ple attention layers and then averages them together. The intuition is that
an ensemble of attention mechanisms is better than an individual attention
mechanism.
Because sequences are input all at once in the convolutional seq2seq ar-
chitecture rather than sequentially, the neural network needs to be informed
of the intended order of the inputs. This is done using a positional encod-
ing. There are equations that have been used to compute positional encodings
based on the token numbers such as that in [33]. Another popular approach
is the use of an embedding layer, which maps token number to a trainable
positional encoding. In other words, embedding layers can be used to learn
positional encodings.
Positional encodings are simply added to input vectors to give the neural
network an understanding of the intended order of the input. Convolutional
seq2seq neural networks use a variation on soft attention described in Equa-
tion 2.3.
2.1.4 Transformers
Transformers [33] use scaled dot-product attention and self-attention. Like
the convolutional seq2seq model, transformers also avoid recurrent compo-
nents, which results in faster computation. Further, the matrix format for
the attention mechanism allows for large amounts of parallelism and vector-
ization. Self-attention allows the transformer to compare every token in the
input sequence to every other token in the input sequence. This is import for
understanding the input sequence regardless of the domain. Transformers are
a state-of-the-art architecture for sequence-to-sequence problems.
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2.2 Regression
The process of regression is taking a functional form f(x; ~θ) and determin-
ing the parameters ~θ (also known as coefficients) at a set of input values x
(possibly multi-dimensional) given a target set of expected outputs y. In other
words, a regression algorithm is trying to find ~θ∗ where
~θ∗ = arg min
~θ
RMSE(f(x; ~θ), y). (2.5)






i=1(yi − ŷi)2. Alternatively, other measures of error besides
RMSE can be used to compute ~θ∗.
Any optimization algorithm can be used to perform regression. One such
algorithm is the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm. L-
BFGS-B is a variant of BFGS that allows for the use of bounds on ~θ∗.
2.3 Symbolic regression
In symbolic regression, like in regression, the goal is to find an equation
that describes a given set of points y. However, symbolic regression does not
require the functional form of the data to be known ahead of time. In other






RMSE(f(x; ~θ), y). (2.6)
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2.3.1 Genetic programming
One of the uses for genetic programming is symbolic regression. In the con-
text of symbolic regression, genetic programming operates by first generating
a population of equations (usually represented as trees) and then iteratively
improving this population through mutation of the best equations as deter-
mined by some error metric (e.g. root mean squared error). In other words,
genetic programming mimics natural selection in order to perform tasks in-
cluding symbolic regression. [17]
2.3.2 Other existing methods
Although genetic programming is a popular algorithm for performing sym-
bolic regression, there are other algorithms that are capable of performing
symbolic regression including fast function extractor (FFX) [23] and Bayesian
machine scientist [11].
Fast function extractor [23] is a non-evolutionary algorithm that performs
symbolic regression. This algorithm combines many functions and determines
which of those functions should be included in the final answer. The predicted
function is a generalized linear model, which has the form ŷ = a0+
∑N
i=1 aiBi(x)
where the ai’s are coefficients and the Bi’s are basis functions. Fast function
extractor performs three steps (1) generate a large set of univariate and bivari-
ate basis functions (e.g. {x, |x|, log(x), x log(x), · · · }), (2) compute coefficients
(ai’s) with decreasing regularization pressure in order to get the best coefficient
sets for different numbers of non-zero coefficients, and (3) reduce the final set
of solutions to a non-dominated pareto front that trades off between number
15
of basis functions (function complexity) and prediction error. If the final set
of functions is larger than one, it is up to the user to determine which function
is best.
The Bayesian machine scientist [11] is another non-evolutionary method
that performs symbolic regression. In this approach, the researches created a
corpus of closed-form equations (found on Wikipedia) and used a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to move around the space of all closed-form
equations. Using the corpus of equations and by formulating a probabilistic
framework for the trade off between equation complexity and accuracy, the
researchers are able to develop a prior and posterior distribution that can
be used with the MCMC algorithm to both traverse the space of equations
and to identify which equation that best explains a given symbolic regression
problem.
2.4 y2eq
The authors of [3] created a convolutional sequence-to-sequence model [10]
that is able to perform symbolic regression. The authors of [3] did not give
their model a name, so in this thesis their model will be referred to as y2eq.
2.4.1 Data representation
The y2eq model is expected to solve many symbolic regression problems
without update to the weights of the neural network between problems. To
evaluate y2eq, y2eq receives a sequence of y-values that are ordered by x-
values, which describe some unknown function f . Then, y2eq is expected
16
to output a sequence of one-hot vectors that represent tokens that are part
of the functional form of the unknown function f . The functional form and
the known y-values can now be used by an optimization algorithm ([3] uses
BFGS) to determine which coefficients should be used in the functional form
to approximate the y-values.
The dataset used to train such a function is formed such that each obser-
vation is a sequence of y-values paired with the underlying functional form as
a sequence of one-hot vectors. In other words, a single observation in such a
dataset is a single symbolic regression problem.
The ordering of the y-values is important since x-values are not provided to
the neural network. Even if the x-values were provided to the neural network,
it would still be desirable to keep the points ordered by x-values so that the
convolutional layers of the encoder can extract information about the local
behavior of adjacent points.
17
Chapter 3
Three challenges in symbolic re-
gression
We have identified three important challenges in symbolic regression: cor-
pus, coefficient, and cost. The challenge of devising a training corpus stems
from the hierarchical nature of the data since the corpus should not be consid-
ered as a collection of equations but rather as a collection of functional forms
and instances of those functional forms. The challenge of choosing appropriate
coefficients for functional forms compounds the corpus challenge and presents
further challenges during evaluation of trained models due to the potential
for numerical similarity between instances of different functional forms. The
challenge with cost functions (used to train the model) is mainly the choice
between numeric cost and symbolic cost. All three challenges exist together
and as a results are sometimes difficult to distinguish between. We will now
define and describe these three challenges as best we can.
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3.1 The corpus challenge
To train a neural network (or other method) to perform symbolic regres-
sion requires data. Symbolic regression is a task with abundant data because
artificial datasets can always be generated: devise a collection of functions
using some function-generating process, plug in x (univariate) or x (multivari-
ate) values into each function, perhaps add some random noise to simulate
measurement error, and now you have a set of training points for each known
function from which we can train.
Being so straightforward, few authors have fully interrogated this process
for deriving a training corpus. However, there are in fact subtle but distinct
issues with devising a corpus in this manner.
The first issue is that there are many ways in which an equation can be
written. For example, x2 +x can be written as x(x+ 1) or x+x2 or 3x+x2−
2x and so on. If using symbolic cost (see Section 3.3) to evaluate predicted
equations, one “correct” syntax for the equation must be stored as the target
equation in the dataset. This means that a consistent way of writing equations
must be established as was done in [3, 18]. For example, if a dataset contains
the equations x2 + x and (x + 1)(x + 2) (where the “correct” syntaxes are as
written), then the trained model could potentially understand that the two
equations are x(x + 1) and x2 + 3x + 2, but will be unfairly penalized for its
choice of syntax. One benefit to this solution is that using a consistent syntax
to write equations in the dataset will teach the model to write with the same
consistent syntax; however, this solution is not entirely satisfactory as different
syntaxes are useful in different situations. By using the consistent syntax, the
model is likely unaware of other potentially useful syntaxes.
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The second issue that the simple data generation technique fails to consider
is the hierarchical nature of the training corpus. One does not have a collection
of functions. Instead one has a collection of functional forms mixed together
with a collection of instances of functional forms. Since we are dealing with
a finite number of data points to express these instances of functional forms,
there are actually infinitely many functional forms that can be fit to those
points. In other words, there are many functional forms that can be considered
a reasonable answer to any symbolic regression task. Given this knowledge, we
must determine which functional forms and which instances of those functional
forms to include in the corpus. Perhaps including only the simplest functional
forms is the best approach; however, it may not always be easy to determine
the simplest version of the functional form in question. So far, we have pointed
out that instances of different functional forms that have similar y-values are
problematic, but a single functional form that exhibits excessive differences in
its behavior for different choices of parameters is also problematic.
Another issue involved in the corpus challenge is the choice of normaliza-
tion. A neural network performs best on normalized data. So, if training a
neural network to perform symbolic regression on many symbolic regression
problems, then it is necessary to normalize the numeric data, namely the y-
values. In [3], the y-values input to y2eq are normalized for each instance of
each functional form separately. This maintains the shape of the functional
form instances, but removes information about the scale of the y-values. Con-
versely, all y-values could be normalized together which would maintain the
relative scale between different equations and maintain the shape of each equa-
tion, but many sets of normalized y-values would be virtually constant. For
many tasks solved by neural networks, normalization is not difficult. Many
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types of data used by neural networks (images, text, etc.) are contained in
finite intervals of reasonable values; however, the outputs of arbitrary real
valued functions is the set of all real numbers.
Another decision that needs to be made is which primitives to include in
the corpus (and the model). In GP, for example, it is known that division is
a problematic primitive [26, 14]. So far, in y2eq, division has not been used.
Although, log is used for which all non-positive inputs are undefined.
3.2 The coefficient challenge
As we have already briefly described in the previous section, the corpus
challenge is compounded by numerical coefficients. Let fi be the i-th functional
form in our training corpus. More properly, fi will be a function of x and be
parameterized by a vector of coefficients ~θ, i.e., fi(x; ~θ). For instance, if fi




, and fi(x; ~θ) =
θ(0) + θ(1)x.
There are now an infinite number of functions for that functional form,
following from changes to ~θ. It may also be important to prevent zeros in the
elements of ~θ as otherwise a constant function is part of the same functional
form as the linear function (choose θ(1) = 0). This problem persists for small
but non-zero θ(1) (such as θ(1) = 0.0001). While this challenge is both a
coefficient and corpus challenge, it is included here because it is important to
consider zero (or small) coefficients in the evaluation phase as well as the data
generation phase.
In [3], y2eq is paired with the optimization algorithm BFGS in order to
fit coefficients to functional forms output by y2eq. In this partnership, it is
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possible for y2eq to output a functional form that contains all possible terms
and allow BFGS to zero out terms that are not necessary to explain the data.
This problem is not limited to the case of zeroing out terms. There are
completely different coefficients that allow different functional forms to behave
similarly. In other words, BFGS may find ~̂θ such that f̂i(x; ~̂θ) ≈ fi(x; ~θ)
where f̂i 6= fi. For example, let fi(x; ~θ) = θ(0)ex and f̂i(x; ~̂θ) = θ̂(0) sin(θ̂(1)x+
θ̂(2)) + θ̂(3). When ~θ = (0.1) and ~̂θ = (−2.8533396, 0.46994925, 1.31815196, 3.),
the root mean squared error is 0.057 for x = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 3.0} (see plot in
Figure 3.1).









f1(x; 1) = 0.1ex
f2(x; 2) = 2.85sin(0.47x + 1.32) + 3









Figure 3.1: An example of instances of different functional forms that have similar
y-values where the right plot is a zoomed in version of the plot on the left. The red
curve is fi(x; ~θ) = θ(0)ex and the blue curve is f̂i(x; ~̂θ) = θ̂(0) sin(θ̂(1)x+ θ̂(2)) + θ̂(3).
When ~θ = (0.1) and ~̂θ = (−2.8533396, 0.46994925, 1.31815196, 3.), the root mean
squared error is 0.0571265890286456.
3.3 The cost challenge
A traditional (nonlinear) regression will be evaluated based on a fitting er-
ror, often the root mean squared error (RMSE): for training data {(xi, yi)}Ni=1,
let f̂ be the estimated or fitted regression function. The root mean squared
error is a numerical objective or cost function.
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Numeric cost is also typically used in a symbolic regression context; how-
ever, symbolic regression is tasked with determining the functional form of f̂
in addition to the coefficients. For this reason there is effort taken to ensure
that f̂ is a valid equation. If f̂ were not a valid equation, then numeric cost
would be undefined. For example, the sequence of mathematical tokens x+ is
not a valid equation because it is not clear how to compute the y-values.
There are a few drawbacks to the use of numeric cost in addition to its
inability to evaluate invalid equations. Firstly, a low numeric cost can indicate
either a well-fit solution of an overfit one. Second, in general, a numeric cost
function is not amenable to backpropagation because the process of converting
a representation of an equation to y-values is not differentiable – a necessary
condition for backpropagation. For example, to compute numeric cost on the
model y2eq, the model outputs a sequence of vectors that need to first be
converted to mathematical tokens and then the tokens need to be combined to
form an equation that then can be evaluated by root mean squared error. This
conversion from a sequence of vectors to an equation is the part of the pipeline
that prevents backpropagation. However, there are some methods that are
able to backpropagate numeric cost in the symbolic regression domain such
as [15], which uses primitives as activation functions in a neural network and
then considers the neural network itself to be the equation.
Symbolic regression is concerned not just with matching the numeric values
y, but also with being an accurate representation of the equation f assumed
to be generating the data. Therefore, a cost function that compares f and
f̂ during training is beneficial. Such a symbolic cost function (that compares
individual tokens) is easily amenable to backprogation via categorical cross
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entropy, which can be written as





















where m is the number of tokens, t is the true token represented as a one-hot
vector of length m, and t̂ is the predicted token represented as a vector of
length m.
The symbolic cost function is defined on invalid equations, but it can only
be used to train a model that is trained on many symbolic regression tasks
at once such as y2eq ([3]). The symbolic cost function requires the correct
syntax of the underlying equation – of which there are many forms (see Sec-
tion 3.1). But, because the correct syntax is specified, the model can learn to
write equations in a more human way than some other algorithms like genetic
programming [17] where code bloat is a common problem.
Both the numeric and symbolic aspects of symbolic regression are impor-
tant concepts. Further, both numeric cost and symbolic cost have pros and
cons. Combining numeric cost and symbolic cost during training should result
in a successful model capable of symbolic regression. Later in this work, an
idea for allowing y2eq to be trained with numeric cost and symbolic cost via
backpropagation is presented (Section 4.3.3).
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Chapter 4
Methods and Experimental Setup
The code used to generate equations, generate datasets, train models, eval-
uate models, run experiments, and analyze experiment results can be found
on GitHub.1
4.1 Methods
In this section, details of the dataset used to train and evaluate the model
and description of the model itself are written.
4.2 Dataset
The training dataset for y2eq consists of approximately 50 000 observations
and the test dataset contains 1 000 observations. The dataset is hierarchical in
nature because it uses both functional forms and specific instances of functional
forms. There are 1 000 functional forms in the entire dataset and there are
approximately 50 instances of each functional form in the training dataset (and
1Code available at https://github.com/rgrindle/y2eq.
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only 1 instance of each functional form in the testing dataset). The instances
of each functional form are used to compute the y-values that will act as input
to the model while the functional form is the expected output. Notice that
the model is not responsible for determining the coefficients of the functional
form. Although, in some cases coefficients are determined by the optimization
algorithm L-BFGS-B.
To generate such a dataset:
1. Generate a set of unique functional forms (using only the primitives in






done using code from [3]2.
2. Select coefficients (~θij) randomly from a uniform distribution on the in-









3. Calculate the y-values at x = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 3.0} for each instance of
each functional form where yij = fi(x; ~θij) are the y-values of the j-th
instances of the i-th functional form which are ordered by the x-values.




max yij −min yij
(4.1)
where y are the y-values to be normalized and yij are the true y-values.
For the purposes of creating the dataset y = yij, but during evaluation
this will not be the case. In other words, we compute ȳij = n(yij, yij).
2Original code: https://github.com/SymposiumOrganization/EQLearner, My version:
https://github.com/rgrindle/y2eq
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5. Store the dataset as {(ȳij, T (fi)) : ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , 1000 and j = 1, 2, · · · , 50}
where T (fi) is the sequence of tokens used to write the functional form
fi. Like in [3], tokens are recorded as integers (see Table 4.1). There
are more tokens here than are included in the target outputs. Note that
the sequences of tokens are expected to be the same length so they are
padded with the PAD token.





























The code provided by the authors of [3] was used to generate 1 000 func-
tional forms using the tokens: x, ×, +, sin, log, exp, (, ), ∧ and integers 1
through 9. Note log is the natural logarithm and the functional forms are writ-
ten in infix notation. Integers are only used as exponents, not as coefficients.
Functional forms are generated first without considering placement of co-
efficients. Then, coefficients are placed in all possible locations except for
exponents. For example, the algorithm could generate x6 + x5 + 1 and then
the coefficients would be place like θ(1)x6 + θ(2)x5 + θ(3).
Since the model will be trained using symbolic cost, the “correct” syntax
for the functional form must be specified. There are many syntaxes for each
functional form. For example, x2 + x = x(x+ 1) = x+ x2 = x+ x× x = · · · .
For the purpose of creating the dataset, each functional form is written in
a consistent manner. This is achieved by using SymPy [24] to fully expand
functional forms and order terms consistently. This is all done in [3].
However, in the original code there is one instance where inconsistent syn-
taxes are created. This has to do with polynomials in exp(x). For example,
f1(x, ~θ1) = θ(1)1 eθ
(2)
1 x and f2(x, ~θ2) = θ(1)2 e2θ
(2)










This inconsistency occurs because of the exponent rule emx = exm . More
specifically, many functional forms are generated as polynomials in x, sin(x),
log(x), or exp(x). Using the exponent rule, exp(x)3 + exp(x)2 + exp(x) can be
written as exp(3x) + exp(2x) + exp(x) (which is how SymPy prefers to write
this equation). This causes a problem because exponents can be modified by
coefficients, which is not the case when using any of the other tokens.
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To choose the “correct” functional form, we forced the exponent/coefficient
to decrease moving left-to-right by one term at a time and to be the smallest
possible integers. For example, e4x+ex would become e2x+ex. After applying
this rule to all functional forms it is easy to make a unique list of functional
forms3.
4.2.1 Generating instances of functional forms
Now that we have a list of functional forms, a list of instances of functional
forms4 is generated by applying coefficients that are chosen randomly from
a uniform distribution on the interval [−3, 3] to each functional form. This
produces a list of instances of functional forms for which y-values are com-
puted. An instance of a functional form is only included in the dataset if it
has y-values such that for all y, |y| ≤ 1000 and there are no invalid y-values
(NaN’s) as done in [3].
4.3 Models
Here the models that are used in the experiments conducted as a part of
this thesis are discussed.
4.3.1 y2eq
Here we describe our re-implementation of the model from [3]. The authors
of [3] do not give their model a specific name, but in this thesis it will be
referred to as y2eq.
3Link to list of functional forms
4Link to list of instances of functional forms
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y2eq is a convolutional sequence-to-sequence model [10], which receives 30
y-values as input and outputs a sequence of tokens (see possible tokens listed
in Table 4.1). Figure 4.1 clearly indicates the inputs and outputs of y2eq.
Notice that y2eq outputs the functional form as if all coefficients are ones and
then the coefficients are placed where ever possible except as exponents.
Figure 4.1: Depiction of y2eq. Image from [3].
Typically the input and output to a convolutional sequence-to-sequence
model are both a sequence of tokens, which is represented as a sequence of
vectors. On the input side, a common way to convert the tokens to their
corresponding vectors is to use an embedding layer. This layer is a lookup
table that takes the integer ID of a token (see Table 4.1) and produces a
vector. But, this cannot be done with an embedding layer for y2eq because
the input to y2eq is continuous rather than discrete. Thus, a fully-connected
layer is used to create a vector for each y-value.
Table 4.2 identifies the hyper-parameters used in the architecture of y2eq.
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Number of layers in encoder 10
Number of layers in decoder 10
Convolution kernel size in encoder 3
Convolution kernel size in decoder 3
4.3.2 y2eq-transformer
Transformers are the state-of-the-art architecture for sequence-to-sequence
models. As a result, we have re-implemented y2eq as a transformer ([3] sug-
gests the use of transformers in future versions of y2eq). The transformer,
which will be referred to as y2eq-transformer, uses the hyper-parameters listed
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Transformer hyper-parameters used in y2eq-transformer and eq2y
Hyper-parameter Value
Embedding size 512
Number of heads 8
Number of encoder layers 3
Number of decoder layers 3
Dimension of feed-forward layers 512
dropout 0.1
Like the non-transformer version of y2eq, the input to the neural network
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is 30 floating point numbers, which is transformed to the embedding size of
512 (see Table 4.3) via a fully-connected layer (512 weights).
4.3.3 y2eq → eq2y (y2eq2y)
We have already discussed that using numerical cost to train y2eq via
backpropagation is challenging because it is not clear how to differentiate the
process of converting the output functional form to y-values. The purpose of
y2eq2y is to use a neural network (eq2y) to make this conversion, then eq2y
is a differentiable neural network and thus y2eq can be trained with numeric
cost.
In Figure 4.2, y2eq2y is shown to be the combination of y2eq-transformer
(Section 4.3.2) and eq2y (Section 4.3.3). It is important that eq2y is trained
before y2eq so that its weights can be fixed during the training of y2eq. Oth-
erwise, it may be possible for eq2y to output low error y-values even when
y2eq does not output the correct functional form.
y2eq eq2y
(fixed weights)
Figure 4.2: Architecture of y2eq2y
With this model, symbolic cost can still be used on the output of y2eq and
now numeric cost can be used on the output of eq2y. These costs can be used
separately or in combination; however, numeric cost should not be used on in-
valid equations because numeric cost is undefined for invalid equations. Thus,
some amount of symbolic cost must be used during training. The combination
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of the two costs can be written as
L(y, ŷ, T, T̂ , w) =

wLn(y, ŷ) + (1− w) 1|T |
∑




t∈T,t̂∈T̂ Ls(t, t̂) otherwise
(4.2)
where y and ŷ are the target and predicted y-values respectively, T and T̂ are
the target and predicted sequences of tokens, Ln (Equation 4.3) computes the
numeric cost, Ls (Equation 3.1) computes the symbolic cost, and w is a weight
in the interval [0, 1).
eq2y
The model eq2y was designed to compute y-values for a given instance of
a functional form. The dataset needed to train eq2y is similar to the dataset
y2eq. In this dataset, input is the instance of a functional form and the
output is the y-values. Notice that unlike with y2eq, the specific instances of
the functional forms are used rather than the functional forms. Since eq2y will
be used to take the output of y2eq as input, all instances of functional forms
used for training will have coefficients of one.
Figure 4.3 shows the eq2y model architecture. Like y2eq, eq2y will always
use the same x-values; however, eq2y receives the x-values. These x-values are
input to the model where typically the previously output tokens are input. As
a result the masked multi-head attention layer does not need to be masked.
The x-values are used instead of the previously output y-values because doing
so avoids the necessity for a START token in the sequence of y-values. Since
y-values are continuous values rather than discrete, it is not clear how to
incorporate a start token. Without a START token, there is nothing to input
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when the model is expected to output the first y-value.
Figure 4.3: eq2y is a transformer that takes an equation (as a sequence of tokens)
as input and produces a sequence of y-values. x-values are input to the model where
normally the previously output tokens would be input. Image modified from [33].
4.4 Training models
There are two possible costs for training y2eq: symbolic cost and numeric
cost. In symbolic cost (categorical cross entropy, Equation 3.1), each predicted
token should match each target token exactly even though there are many
syntaxes in which any equation can be written. In numeric cost (mean square
error for example, Equation 4.3), the predicted equation and the y-values of
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that equation would be computed then the numeric cost is the error between
the predicted y-values and the target y-values.
As done by [3], we will be using symbolic cost. Symbolic cost allows us
to use teacher forcing and backpropagation and maintain a well-defined cost
function when the equations output by the neural network are not valid.
We do not generally expect symbolic cost to be used in regression algo-
rithms. In fact, nearly all regression and symbolic regression algorithm dis-
cussed in Section 1 use numeric cost. However, as the authors of [3] have
pointed out, numeric cost can lead to overfitting. They also say that symbolic
cost can help teach the neural network to write equations consistently. For
example, the equation f(x) = 3x can be written as f(x) = 5x − 2x, but we
prefer the first syntax. It is worth noting that symbolic cost still does not make
sense for symbolic regression algorithms that only deal with one underlying
equation at a time. Training parameters for all different models can be found
in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Training hyper-parameters
Hyper-parameter Value
y2eq y2eq-transformer eq2y y2eq2y
Batch size 32 32 32 32
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam
Learning rate 10−4 3× 10−4 3× 10−4 3× 10−4
Gradient clipping 1 1 1 1
Number of epochs 105 287 - -
Type of Loss sym sym num sym & num
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4.5 Evaluating models
The models are evaluated using numeric cost on the testing dataset. De-
pending on the experiment, this may include the use of L-BFGS-B (see Sec-
tion 4.5.1). The numeric cost is the RMSE of normalized y-values. This is
done so that the errors are comparable between different equations. Other-
wise equations with extremely large values would likely have large errors even
if the model is doing a decent job of predicting the functional form. The nor-
malization is done based on true y-values. So, to evaluate the model on the
input ȳij with expected output fi and known coefficients ~θij, then y2eq outputs
the predicted output f̂i and we let yij = fi(x; ~θij) and ŷij = f̂i(x; ~̂θ). Using
Equation 4.1, we compute the root mean squared error as Ln(yij, ŷij) where
Ln(y, ŷ) = RMSE (n(y, y), n(y, ŷ)) . (4.3)
Here the true y-values and the predicted y-values are both normalized by the
parameters associated with the true y-values.
4.5.1 L-BFGS-B algorithm
L-BFGS-B is used in some of the experiments in this thesis. In those cases,
L-BFGS-B attempts to find







Notice that the unnormalized y-values are used. Then, to evaluate the result,
ŷ = f̂i(x; ~θ∗) and x = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 3.0} are used in Equation 4.3.
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L-BFGS-B requires initial guesses for the coefficients, thus the algorithm
may terminate with different results for different choices of initial guesses. To
try to make the results more consistent, we run L-BFGS-B 150 times with ran-
domly chosen initial coefficients from the uniform distribution on the interval
[−3, 3]. We also provide bounds to L-BFGS-B to ensure that all coefficients
are in [−3, 3] to help avoid overfitting.
In Figure 4.4, some evidence is provided to show that 150 random restarts
of L-BFGS-B is a reasonable choice. Here the numeric cost (Equation 4.3) of
the best coefficients predicted by L-BFGS-B has been computed for each ob-
servation in the testing dataset for various numbers of random restarts. Since
the RMSE shows little to no improvement when the number of random restarts
is above 150, 150 random restarts was chosen to be used when evaluating the
models.
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Figure 4.4: Performance of L-BFGS-B for various numbers of random restarts.
Each boxplot contains 1 000 data points (one for each observation in the test
dataset). The RMSE decreases as the number of random restarts increase, but
there is not much difference in RMSE between 150 and 1 000 random restarts. As
a result, we have chosen to use 150 random restarts when evaluating the model.
4.6 Experimental Setup
First, we show that we have successfully recreated the model from [3] and
that model is able to achieve lower root mean squared errors than GP in the
extrapolation region (xext = [3.1, 3.2, · · · , 6.0]).
Then, we show evidence of the three challenges in symbolic regression:
corpus, coefficient, and cost.
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4.7 y2eq
In this paper, the y2eq model will be trained for 105 epochs with a batch
size of 32 using the optimizer Adam [16] with a learning rate of 10−4. The
model has also been trained with dropout [31] and gradient clipping.
For all experiments, y2eq (or any of its variants) use the model parameters
specified in Section 4.3 and the training parameters specified in Table 4.4.
There are a few possible differences in these experiments: training dataset,
testing dataset, use of L-BFGS-B or not5. Any of these experiment’s specific
alterations are mentioned in Section 5 right next to the results.
4.8 Numeric regression
In [3], a neural network that maps x to y for a single underlying function
was used as control against y2eq. This neural network consists of 3 fully-
connected layers of 100 units each using the ReLU activation function on all
hidden layers and an identity activation function on the units in the output
layer.
The numeric regression neural network does not result in a compactly writ-
ten symbolic equation as expected of a symbolic regression algorithm, so it is
important to use a true symbolic regression algorithm as control in addition
to the numeric regression neural network. We will use genetic programming
as that control.
5When we use L-BFGS-B we use the SciPy [34] implementation of L-BFGS-B
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4.9 Genetic programming
Genetic programming (GP) is used only for the first experiment that com-
pares y2eq, GP and numeric neural networks. Genetic programming was per-
formed with the following parameters. Following convention, initial random
trees were restricted to a depth of six, ramped-half-and-half was used to ini-
tialize the population, evolved trees were restricted to a depth of 17, and we
employed a population size of 100. Each GP run terminates after 100 genera-
tions.
The primitive set is {×,+, sin, log, exp, (·)2, (·)3, (·)4, (·)5, (·)6} and the ter-
minal set is {x}. These primitives and terminals correspond to the tokens
available to the neural network. Note that protected versions of primitives
were used for primitives that can produce undefined or infinite output. These
are all primitives expect × and +.
Before a GP tree is evaluated, coefficients are determined using the nonlin-
ear optimization algorithm L-BFGS-B [36] (we used the SciPy [34] implemen-
tation). Then, the RMSE is computed between the equations with coefficients
and the target y-values. Since coefficients are calculated and can be negative,
subtraction is not needed in the primitive set.
4.10 Comparing y2eq, GP and numeric
NN
The y2eq model, genetic programming, and the numeric regression neural
network will be compared by root mean squared error in the extrapolation
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region. The extrapolation region is located at xext = {3.1, 3.2, · · · , 6.0}. The
way that these algorithms are compared is described below.
The y2eq model is evaluated as follows. First, normalized, ordered y-values
are input to the neural network and the neural network outputs a sequence of
tokens that should represent a functional form. Second, unnormalized y-values
from the interpolation region (xint = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 3.0}) and the functional
form are used by L-BFGS-B to pick coefficients for the functional form to min-
imize root mean squared error in the interpolation region: [0.1, 3.1). To com-
pare the root mean squared error between different true underlying equations,
Equation 4.3 is used on the extrapolation region (xext = {3.1, 3.2, · · · , 6.0}).
In the numeric regression neural network, the network is trained to output
the normalized y-values in the interpolation region. Since this neural network
does not output an equation, the predicted y-values in the extrapolation region
are calculated by inputting the x-values in the extrapolation region to the neu-
ral network. The output of the neural network is y-values for the extrapolation
region that have been normalized based on the y-values in the interpolation
region, so the RMSE is calculated between these normalized outputs and the
expected outputs, which have also been normalized.
In genetic programming, the unnormalized y-values are provided as targets
so that nonlinear regression can be performed without normalization (just like
for y2eq). Then, the true and predicted y-values are normalized based on
the true y-value to compute the root mean squared error (Equation 4.3). The
equation/tree with the lowest root mean squared error on the validation points
is considered the best equation. This best equation outputs are normalized
and used when calculating the root mean squared error in the extrapolation
region.
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Genetic programming and the numeric regression neural network are not
capable of transfer learning like y2eq, so GP and the numeric NN are trained
for each symbolic regression problem that they are compared with y2eq while
y2eq is trained for all problems at once, but is never exposed to the exact




Before discussing results relating to the corpus, coefficient, and cost chal-
lenges, we will show that y2eq has been successfully recreated from [3]. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows that y2eq (see Section 4.3.1) outperforms numeric neural net-
works (see Section 4.8), and genetic programming (see Section 4.9) in the
extrapolation region, xext = {3.1, 3.2, · · · , 6.0}, in terms of numeric cost (see
Equation 4.3). In this experiment L-BFGS-B is used with a single initial guess,
which is chosen randomly from the interval [−3, 3]. Using 150 random restarts
(as discussed in Section 4.5.1), would mean considerably longer run times for
GP.
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Figure 5.1: This figure shows the recreation of the result from [3]. The authors
of [3] only show the left plot, which has linear scaling and only shows numeric cost
in [0, 3]. The right plot displays the same data in log scale and no restriction on
numeric cost. Here all numeric costs are computed as described in Equation 4.3
with the use of L-BFGS-B. Another addition from the results of [3] is the inclusion
of genetic programming (which also uses L-BFGS-B). By using a Mann-Whitney U
test we can present statistical statistical significance, after a Bonferroni correction,
that indicate y2eq achieves lower numeric cost than a numerical neural network
(U = 369029.0, p < 10−22) and y2eq achieves lower numeric cost than genetic
programming (U = 222893.0, p < 10−100) in the extrapolation region.
5.1 The corpus challenge
The challenge of devising a training corpus stems from the hierarchical
nature of the data since the corpus should not be considered as a collection of
equations but rather as a collection of functional forms and instances of those
functional forms.
Many unique functional forms can produce similar y-values with certain
coefficients. When these instances of functional forms are in the dataset, it
causes conflicting costs. To demonstrate this, we created a dataset where
instances of functional forms have been purposely picked to have similar y-
values to other observations in the dataset. This dataset will be referred to
as the confusing dataset. Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of y2eq-transformer
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when trained using the typical dataset (see Section 4.2) and the confusing
dataset. This result shows that y2eq-transformer produces slightly higher
RMSE when trained on the confusing dataset; however the normal dataset
has some large outliers.
Normally, the dataset is created by randomly choosing functional forms
and coefficients for those functional forms, but to create the confusing dataset
the coefficients are calculated. The confusing dataset can be constructed using
the following instructions.
1. Generate a fourth of the typical dataset (instruction in Section 4.2) by
using a fourth of the functional forms. Call this fourth of the dataset
D1/4. Call the set of functional forms used F1/4 and the set of unused
functional forms F3/4.
2. To generate the rest of the dataset,
(a) Randomly choose a functional form f ∈ F3/4.
(b) Pick the unnormalized y-values from a random observation of the
dataset y ∈ D1/4
(c) Choose the coefficients ~θ so that f(x; ~θ) ≈ y by using L-BFGS-B.
(d) Include the newly created observation
(
f(x; ~θ), T (f)
)
in the full
dataset. The full dataset includes D1/4 and all new observations
created by this step. Recall that T (f) is the sequence of tokens
used to write the functional form f .
(e) Repeat step (2) until the dataset is complete.
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Figure 5.2: The model y2eq-transformer produces greater numeric cost when
trained on a dataset that was built to contain many instances of functional forms
that are numerically similar to different functional forms. Note that in both treat-
ments the models were evaluated on a test dataset where all coefficients are ones
and thus L-BFGS-B was not used (see Section 5.2). This result holds statistical
significance from the Mann-Whitney U test (U = 573931.5, p < 10−15).
Next, we show that accumulating instances of different functional forms
with similar y-values in the dataset is easy to do by accident. The dataset
that has been created by picking functional forms and coefficients randomly
(see Section 4.2) has been searched for pairs of observations in the dataset that
contain similar y-values. The 100 smallest root mean squared errors between
different observations (specifically the y-values) have been recorded. Of those
100 comparisons, there are 75 comparisons between different functional forms.
These 75 comparisons are plotted in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. (These figures
are separate only because a combined figure would not fit on a single page.)
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In all these comparisons, the RMSE is about 10−5 and there is no real visible
difference between the plotted y-values. Each pair of functional forms (in the
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Figure 5.3: Plots of different functional forms that result in similar y-values for at
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Figure 5.4: More plots of different functional forms that result in similar y-values
for at least one functional form instance in the dataset.
For each of these plots we have two functional form instances (fi(x; ~θi)
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and fj(x; ~θj)) that are numerically similar. We expect that the reason for
their similarity is that the shared terms are dominant terms. To test this, we
compute the RMSE between fi(x; ~θi) and its shared term only version. (We
also compute RMSE for fj(x; ~θj) and its shared term only version.)
For example, take the top left plot of Figure 5.3 where the two functional
forms are fi(x; ~θi) = θ(1)i x4 + θ
(2)
i x + θ
(3)
i 1 + θ
(4)




















j x) + θ
(10)
j 1) which
have shared terms x4 and 1. Let g(x; ~θ) = θ(1)x4 +θ(2)1. Thus, the shared term
version of fi(x; ~θi) is g(x; (θ(1)i , θ
(3)
i )) and the shared term version of fj(x; ~θj) is
g(x; (θ(1)j , θ
(2)
j )).
Figure 5.5 shows the RMSE between functional forms instances and their
shared terms versions is small (although not as small as the RMSE between
the two instances of the functional forms). This indicates that the shared
terms dominate the functional form instances.
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Figure 5.5: The left boxplot contains the root mean squared errors between the
functional form instances of Figures 5.3 and Figure 5.4. The right boxplot shows
the RMSE between the full functional forms and their shared term versions of these
functional form instances. Both boxplots show small RMSE, so there are numerically
similar functional form instances between different functional forms in the existing
dataset and the shared terms (or just some of them) of these numerically similar
functional forms instances are dominant terms that explain most of the behavior of
the functional form instances.
5.2 The coefficient challenge
The challenge of choosing appropriate coefficients for functional forms com-
pounds the corpus challenge and presents further challenges during evaluation
of trained models due to the potential for similarity between instances of dif-
ferent functional forms.
In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, there are examples of functional form in-
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stances where coefficients exist or are chosen for functional forms that result
in different functional forms with similar y-values. This has been discussed
in the previous section as a challenge related to dataset generation, but now
it will discussed as a challenge in the evaluation phase. In [3], BFGS is used
to compute coefficients of functional forms output by y2eq-transformer. Here
we show that low numeric cost when using L-BFGS-B with y2eq-transformer
can lead us to falsely believe that y2eq-transformer is accurately predicting
functional forms.
If y2eq-transformer is able to predict functional forms correctly, it should
perform well with and without the use of L-BFGS-B on a test dataset where
all coefficients used to generate the y-values are ones. For such a dataset, it
is possible for y2eq-transformer to write the exact instance of the functional
forms without using L-BFGS-B, so using L-BFGS-B should not reduce the
error of the output equations. Figure 5.6 shows that y2eq-transformer achieves
lower numeric cost when using L-BFGS-B indicating that y2eq-transformer is
not good at determining functional forms.
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Figure 5.6: Here y2eq-transformer is evaluated with and without the use L-BFGS-
B on a test dataset where all coefficients in functional forms instances are ones.
y2eq-transformer receives higher numeric cost when L-BFGS-B is not used. There
is statistical significance for this experiment due to a Mann-Whitney U test (U =
862611.0, p < 10−100).
Now that we know y2eq-transformer does not predict functional forms ac-
curately, we begin to look for explanations. One possibility is that y2eq-
transformer outputs overly complex functional forms and used L-BFGS-B to
zero the unnecessary terms. Figure 5.7 shows that y2eq-transformer outputs

























Figure 5.7: y2eq-transformer produces longer equations than those used to create
the test dataset. There is statistical significance to support this claim from the
Mann-Whitney U test (U = 805927.0, p < 10−100).
5.3 The cost challenge
In Section 5.2, we have shown that y2eq-transformer produces larger func-
tional forms than the functional forms used to generate the dataset. At first
glance this result does not make sense because the symbolic cost should be
penalizing functional forms that are longer than the target functional form.
Furthermore, y2eq-transformer is not aware that it may be allowed to use
L-BFGS-B during testing.
The following examples (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2) illustrate that the com-
mon technique of only counting cost when the target token is not PAD (a
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padding token), creates a bias toward longer equations when the left-most
part of the equation is correct. In Table 5.1, the target functional form is
shorter than the predicted functional form and the symbolic cost only penal-
izes a single incorrect token (because when the target token is PAD, cost is
ignored). In Table 5.1 (and Table 5.2), green indicates a target token that
was not correctly predicted, red indicates a predicted token that is incorrect
that is penalized, and blue indicates incorrectly predicted tokens that are not
penalized.
Table 5.1: Overly long predicted functional forms are only partially penalized
target log(x)^3+log(x)^2END PAD PAD PAD PAD PAD · · ·
prediction log(x)^3+log(x)^2+ log ( x ) END · · ·
Since symbolic cost does not compute cost when the target token is PAD, the
prediction in Table 5.1 is only penalized for a single wrong token (+ instead of
END) even though the prediction included 4 tokens (+ log ( x )) that where
not meant to be predicted.
In Table 5.2, the target and the prediction have been switched. Now, the
target functional form is longer than the predicted functional form. This time,
y2eq is penalized for all 6 incorrectly placed tokens (END PAD PAD PAD PAD
PAD instead of + log ( x ) END) in its prediction by symbolic cost.
Table 5.2: Predicted functional forms that are too short are fully penalized
target log(x)^3+log(x)^2+ log ( x ) END PAD · · ·
prediction log(x)^3+log(x)^2END PAD PAD PAD PAD PAD PAD · · ·
In Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 we have seen that y2eq-transformer is penal-
ized more harshly for predicting an equation that is too short than it is for
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predicting an equation that is too long. In other words, there is bias toward
predicting longer functional forms. Notice that these examples assume that
the beginning of the functional forms are identical.
In Figure 5.8, y2eq-transfomer has been trained in two different ways: (1)
when symbolic cost is applied to every token (y2eq-transformer-pad) and (2)
when symbolic cost is only applied when the target token is not PAD (y2eq-
transformer). The results are that y2eq-transformer-pad produced smaller
functional forms than y2eq-transformer, but not as small as the functional
forms used to generate the dataset.
Figure 5.8: For the following results there is statistical significance provided by
Mann-Whitney U tests. These statistical tests are still significant after a Bonferroni
correction. y2eq-transformer produces longer equations than y2eq-transformer-pad
(U = 354277.0, p < 10−20) and y2eq-transformer-pad produced longer equations
than the equations used to created the datasets on which both these models have
been evaluated (U = 710010.5, p < 10−80).
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In Figure 5.9, y2eq-transformer and y2eq-transformer-pad are compared


























Figure 5.9: For the following result, there is statistical significance provided by
Mann-Whitney U tests. y2eq-transformer produces lower numeric cost than y2eq-
transformer-pad (U = 407312.0, p < 10−5). These models are evaluated without any
nonlinear optimizer on the test dataset that uses only ones for coefficients because




This work has shown that the coefficient, corpus, and cost challenges are
all present in symbolic regression. Specifically we have shown that
1. Training y2eq-transformer on a dataset that was explicitly designed to
contain many instances of different functional forms that have similar
y-values increases numeric cost compared with a model trained on the
typical dataset (see Section 4.2).
2. In the typical dataset (see Section 4.2), there already are many (at least
75) instances of different functional forms that have similar y-values.
3. y2eq-transformer achieves lower numeric cost when allowed to use L-
BFGS-B, indicating that y2eq-transformer is not able to accurately pre-
dict functional forms.
4. y2eq-transformer produces overly complex functional forms.
5. Since symbolic cost is only applied when the target token is not PAD, the
symbolic cost contains a bias toward long equations provided that the
beginnings of the equations match.
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6. Altering symbolic cost to be applied to every token (even when the tar-
get token is PAD) results in a model (y2eq-transformer-pad) that pro-
duces shorter functional forms than y2eq-transformer but longer func-
tional forms than necessary. Unfortunately, y2eq-transformer-pad does
not achieve lower numeric cost than y2eq-transformer (without the use
of L-BFGS-B).
6.1 Issues not addressed
Beyond the three challenges that have been the focus of this work, there
are several other issues with y2eq that will eventually need to be addressed.
(Many of these were originally mentioned in [3].) Issues not addressed in this
work include:
1. y2eq relies on fixed x-values.
2. y2eq currently only handles univariate functional forms.
3. Unlike other symbolic regression algorithms, y2eq only produces a single
functional form. Perhaps, y2eq would benefit from the ability to itera-
tively improve the predicted functional form as done by other symbolic
regression algorithms.
6.1.1 Freeing x-values
Currently the models presented in this work only see y-values at fixed x-
values, specifically x = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 3.0}. One way that these x-values can
be freed is to continue to contain them in an interval [0.1, 3], but change the
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precise values. The x-values can be altered by pulling them from various types
of distributions such as uniform or normal distributions. The x-values could
be given even more freedom by allowing x ∈ R rather than just x ∈ [0.1, 3].
The fact that y2eq does not receive x-values as input is a potential problem.
If differences in x-values are allowed, but y2eq is unable to detect these dif-
ferences then it seems unlikely that y2eq would be able to successfully predict
the underlying functional form.
The inclusion of differences in x-values adds to the corpus and coefficient
challenges. For example, functional forms with coefficients that perform hori-
zontal shifts can have exactly the same y-values for different x-values or coef-
ficients.
If y2eq is unable to adapt to different x-values, then y2eq will not generally
be a useful algorithm for real world symbolic regression problems because
regression datasets come with all sorts of different inputs.
6.1.2 Multivariate functional forms
The difficulties discussed in regard to different x-values is compounded
when moving from univariate to multivariate functional forms. This is because
the outputs (y-values) have a clear order for univariate functional forms, but
not for multivariate functional forms. In the univariate case, there are only two
directions along which one can travel (the −x direction or the +x direction),
but in the multivariate case, there are infinitely many directions (along any
vector in R2). Further, the input data (x-values) in the multivariate case,
are likely not in a single direction, meaning that not all nearby points in the
numerical representation of the functional form can be next to each other in
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the one dimensional sequence of y-values that are input to y2eq.
Perhaps a set-to-sequence type architecture (such as [29, 6]) can be utilized
to overcome some of these difficulties. Alternatively, perhaps thinking of the
input as an image (or a plot) in as high a number of dimensions as necessary
and utilizing a model architecture used for the task of image captioning such
as [35, 9] can give y2eq information about x-values.
Like with the x-value problem, if y2eq cannot be scaled to multivariate
symbolic regression problems, then y2eq will, in many cases, not be useful
for solving real world symbolic regression problems because many real world
regression problems are multivariate.
6.1.3 Iterative y2eq
The models presented in this work are the only models we are aware of that
perform symbolic regression in a single attempt (only one equation is output
by y2eq for a single set of y-values). All other methods iteratively improve
equations to better fit the underlying data. We suspect that providing the
ability for these models to iteratively improve their initial functional form
would increase the performance of the models.
Such a model would receive numerical data (either y-values or errors) and
symbolic data (the previously predicted equation). Perhaps a co-attention
mechanisms (like [22]) can be useful to relate the symbolic and numeric data
in these models.
Perhaps such models could even work in groups. For example, train a pop-
ulation of iterative y2eq models and have each generate an equation. Then, all
(or a subset) of the equations can be input to the population of iterative y2eq
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models to produce the next set of equations. This process can be thought of as
using iterative y2eq models as the mutation operation in genetic programming.
6.2 Future work
Despite the importance of the issues not addressed (previous section), we
believe that the three challenges described in this work should be solved first.
6.2.1 The corpus challenge
In this work, we have explored the similarity between y-values of instances
of different functional forms and determined that their presence in the train-
ing dataset negatively effects the final performance of y2eq. We have also
found that these instances of different functional forms with similar y-values
are present in a dataset that was generated by randomly choosing coefficients
and functional forms. At this point it is unclear how to remove these confusing
instances of functional forms, but an experiment where only some of the con-
fusing functional forms are removed could provide insight into the usefulness
of removing all confusing instances of functional forms.
Perhaps the discovery that many of the instance of different functional
forms that are numerically similar share dominant terms suggests that all the
non-dominant terms should not be included in the target functional form. In
other words, choose the simplest functional form to be the correct one. While
we think this is a good idea, it is not always easy to know which functional
forms are simplest.
So far, we have been focused on numerically similar functional form in-
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stances that do not share the same functional forms, but perhaps it is also
worth investigating functional forms that have wildly different behavior for
different choices of coefficients. Perhaps these functional forms should be ex-
cluded from the dataset. More specifically, we can describe these functional
forms as having large V for fixed x where
V (fi, x, ~θ) = max
d~θ
∥∥∥fi(x, ~θ)− fi(x, ~θ + d~θ)∥∥∥ . (6.1)
It seems likely that a functional form that produces a large V (fi, x, ~θ) will
require more instances to be included in the dataset to allow the model to
fully understand the functional form.
Perhaps there is also something to say about functional forms that have
“hard-to-find” regions of ~θ where the functional form has larger V (fi, x, ~θ).
There are many more questions that can be explored to try to identify prob-
lematic function forms and their instances.
Instead of proposing many possible ways to identify instances of functional
forms that are problematic, perhaps the corpus challenge can be overcome by
borrowing an idea from the field of active learning. That is, train on a portion
of the dataset and identify problematic instances of functional forms. After
identifying some of the problematic equations, perhaps the characteristics that
make these functional forms problematic can be determined. If so, hopefully
this knowledge can be incorporated into the generation of future datasets.
6.2.2 The coefficient challenge
In pursuit of solutions to the coefficient challenge, the best we have man-
aged so far is to simply not use L-BFGS-B (or any other nonlinear optimiza-
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tion algorithm) to determine the coefficients. This eliminates confusion about
how well predicted functional forms compare to the target functional forms.
However, in y2eq’s current form, y2eq can only output one instance of each
functional form (the instance where all coefficients are ones) when y2eq is not
allowed to use L-BFGS-B. Perhaps this should be taken farther by enabling
y2eq to output any instance of a functional form without the use of L-BFGS-B.
That is, update the dataset to have the target be an instance of a functional
form rather than a functional form and allow the additional tokens necessary
(. and 0).
6.2.3 The cost challenge
In this work, we have shown that the way in which symbolic cost is cal-
culated in regard to the PAD token results in a bias toward longer equations.
Perhaps there is something about functional forms compared with natural lan-
guage that makes this problem more extreme. Are their as many sentences
in natural language dataset as their are in y2eq datasets that share the same
beginning? There are certainly examples of sentences that start the same; for
instance: “I want to eat cake.”, “I want to eat cake in the living room.”, and “I
want to each cake in the living room with my friends.”. But, we are not sure
if this is as common as it is in the y2eq dataset.
Perhaps the result of the padding experiment can be improved by normal-
izing symbolic cost based on target tokens. Since the PAD token makes up
about half the target tokens in the dataset, including PAD tokens in symbolic
cost may put too much focus on the PAD tokens which in many cases does
not matter much. Instead of including PAD tokens in the calculation of sym-
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bolic cost, a penalty term could be used to discourage predicted and target
functional forms of different lengths.
The challenge with the cost functions (used to train the model) is mainly
the choice between numeric cost and symbolic cost. The experiments so far
have only used symbolic cost. As many other symbolic regression methods use
numeric cost, it seems likely that y2eq would benefit from the use of numeric
cost during training.
In future work, we would like to train eq2y (see Section 4.3.3) to predict y-
values from an equation in order to use this model to train y2eq with numeric
cost (in addition to symbolic cost). The combination of y2eq and eq2y is
called y2eq2y (see Section 4.3.3) and acts somewhat like an autoencoder. It is
important to train a neural network to do the job of eq2y because it is unclear
how to differentiate the process otherwise.
Alternatively, evolutionary methods could be used to train y2eq on numeric
and symbolic costs. The down side to this approach is that a population of
neural networks must be evaluated to determine the next weight update, which
implies longer training time.
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